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Synopsis 

Mariam is instructed by her doctor to sunbathe in order to reverse the vitamin D deficiency that is 

causing her a bone illness. But with nosy neighbors, an overbearing sister-in-law and Israeli surveillance 

planes, private moments under the sun are precious and rare. 

 

 

Production Information 

Country of Production:  Palestine 

Year:    2011 

Total Running Time:  25 minutes  

Film Website:   www.privatesun.ps 

Production By:   PalCine Productions 

Email:    rami@palcine.net 

Phone:    + 1 415 217 9090 
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Director’s Statement 

The decision to write and direct Private Sun has been multi-faceted. 

First, I wanted to help bring attention to the importance of vitamin D especially among audiences in 

Palestine and the Middle East where the abundance of sunlight, the main ingredient in the synthesis of 

vitamin D, contrasts ironically with a high incidence of vitamin D deficiency. While both men and women 

who avoid direct contact with sunlight are at risk, the highest incidence is among Muslim women who 

dress conservatively.  Private Sun is partly an effort to raise public health awareness and to affirm the 

importance of reasonable sun exposure regardless of tradition, lifestyle and dress-code convictions. 

This affirmation sets the ground for the main conflict in Private Sun. Mariam confronts a traditional and 

over-bearing sister-in-law as well as a range of societal and domestic expectations from a veiled young 

wife in order to sunbathe and help cure herself from a bone illness caused by vitamin D deficiency. 
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The second motivation in making Private Sun was to explore issues of domestic dysfunction that rise 

from badly drawn boundaries between the rights of individuals as well as unclear authority structures in 

a household. Mariam’s conflict with her sister-in-law is more than a disagreement over cultural values. 

The sister-in-law is the family’s eldest and assumes the right to authority and to impose her traditional 

views. Mariam needs to assert her rights as an individual as well as to protect her territorial authority in 

her own home. Mariam’s husband assumes some traditional chauvinistic authority in dealing with the 

controversy at home but at the same time is caught between his respect for his older sister and his 

wife’s medical needs. He is neither able to dictate a solution nor mediate one. Ultimately, he escapes 

the problem and seeks his own peace of mind by not answering their phone calls. 

In this setting, I explore how crossing the line and violating one another's rights escalates conflict and 

how resisting to yield any rights to others can lead to emotional abuse that can turn physical. In a 

crisscross of finger pointing among unyielding characters fighting for control, the lines between victim 

and victimizer blur leaving everyone implicated in making things worse. Ultimately, any attempts to 

dictate and control the actions of others fail. Humans are autonomous beings and when the cat’s away 

the mice will play. It might take a self-decided change of heart on the part of these individuals to 

alleviate such a dysfunctional situation or it might simply require that they keep some distance apart. 

The third motivation in making this movie was to shed some light on the Israeli occupation and the 

impact it has on the everyday aspirations of people in Palestine. Even if the film were to stick to the two 

earlier themes and leave out the theme of the occupation, the occupation would impose its place in the 

film. From struggling to find outdoor locations to going through checkpoints and detours around the 

wall built by Israel, the production effort was filled with challenges. 

The cast and crew members lived on opposite sides of the Israeli wall. Checkpoints limited their mobility 

and severely constrained the production logistics. In Mariam’s story, much like in the stories of the cast 

and crew and many ordinary Palestinians, the wall separates Mariam from her parents. In Palestine’s 

patriarchal society, parents and the extended family are the most effective form of authority that can 

provide women with protection and support during domestic conflicts with the in-laws. Mariam is 

deprived of access to this main source of support when she needs it most.  

In addition, with Israel’s full military control over Palestine’s borders and coastlines, the production 

team was unable to find any accessible spot on the Dead Sea coast to shoot one of the film’s scenes 

where Mariam and her husband wander away from civilization to sunbathe in private. Unlike elsewhere 

in the Middle East, Palestine does not have any women-only outdoor pools or sports clubs. For Mariam 

and conservative Palestinian women who seek to sunbathe in private away from crowded city 

neighborhoods and refugee camps, the lack of access to the shoreline and the extreme limitations on 

movement inland make it particularly hard to find private escapes under the sun. The film crew faced a 

challenge in finding a suitable outdoor location to replace the original plan of shooting at the Dead Sea. 

After asking around in the Bethlehem area, where the movie was mostly shot, we identified the 

Palestinian village of Al-Walajah, destroyed during the Palestinian-Israeli war of 1948, as the only 

practical destination for a husband and wife or any local Palestinian couple to go in secret. It was also a 

practical option for the film crew to show up and film quickly before Israeli soldiers or settlers take 
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notice. Being a destroyed village, obviously nobody lives there but more importantly nobody is expected 

to be there. Its ghost town feel with the destroyed homes and big harsh rocks provided a great backdrop 

that mirrors the state of the relationship between Mariam and her husband; a relationship in ruins after 

a long while of neglect. But the village landscape also offered a positive hope for the future with its 

beautiful hillsides and skyline. So this turned out to be a perfect setting for the closing scene that 

synthesizes the film’s various themes; a woman seeking private access to sunlight, a husband and wife 

seeking to mend a relationship in ruins and a destroyed village that summarizes Palestine’s tragic history 

under occupation, all amidst a natural landscape that evokes hope for a better future. 
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Cast and Crew 

CAST 

 SHADEN SALEEM   Mariam 

ABEER EL MASOU   Riham  

MOHAMMED AWWAD   Odeh  

NICOLAS JARAD    Zein  

THERESE SABA    Emm Imad  

ODEH SALAMEH   Doctor  

KHADER ZEIDAN   Rescue Man 

 TAREK ABU SALAMAH    Rescue Man, Mariam’s Father (voice) 

AISHA ALAYAN    Mariam’s Mother 

SAMEER QUMSIYEH   Jabra (voice), Extra 

NOOR EL HODALY   Extra 

RAMI ALAYAN    Extra 

 

 

CREW  

 

RAMI ALAYAN     Director, Writer, co-Editor, co-Producer  

MUAYAD ALAYAN    Director of Photography, co- Producer 

ANGELA REGINATO   co-Editor 

FRANK GELAT    Music Composer 

LAILA HIGAZI    Sound Recorder  

TAREQ ELAYYAN   Production Manager, Boom Operator 

DAN OLMSTED    Sound Mixer 

NOOR El HODALY   Line Producer  

KHADER ZEIDAN   Gaffer 

OSAMA JIBAT    Camera Assistant 

MUNJID KHAROUFEH   Camera Assistant 

SAMEER QUMSIYEH   Script Supervision  

TAREK ABU SALAMAH   Best Boy  

TAMARA MUSLEH   Location Scouting 

Omaya Mousa    Health Adviser 

Mazen Sidani    Translator 

Ana Isasi    Translator 

Myrna Abou-Karam    Translator 

Etienne Charbonneau   Translator 

Mokhtar Paki    Graphics 
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Biographies 

Rami Alayan 

Director, Writer, co-Producer, co-Editor 

 

Rami Alayan is a Palestinian screenwriter and interaction designer. Rami is the co-

writer and co-producer of the award winning short film “Lesh Sabreen?” by 

Muayad Alayan. His other writing credits include "If You Were in My Shoes"; the 

first interactive TV sitcom in Palestine dealing with gender equality issues 

produced by the Bethlehem Media Center. He is also the writer of Tamer and 

Hanan; an animated series aiming to educate children about concepts of 

democracy and individual rights. 

 

Rami holds bachelor and master degrees in computer engineering and management from 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology as well as a certificate of feature film writing from the University 

of California in Los Angeles Extension School. 

 

Private Sun is Rami’s directorial debut. 

 

Filmography: 

Mute (Narrative Short), co-Writer, 2010 

Lesh Sabreen? (Narrative Shot), co-Writer, co-Producer, 2009 

 

 

Muayad Alayan 

Director of Photography, co-Producer 

 

Muayad Alayan is a Palestinian filmmaker based in Jerusalem. He returned 

to Palestine in 2005 after completing his film production studies in San 

Francisco. His short film “Lesh Sabreen?” has been in the official selections 

of over 60 film festivals in 25 countries around the world since its 2009 

premiere at Clermont-Ferrand Short Film Festival in France. Muayad’s Exiles 

in Jerusalem won a Kodak award of artistic merit in San Francisco in 2005. 

 

Muayad is an instructor at Dar Al Kalima College in Bethlehem, Palestine. 

He teaches filmmaking and cinematography. 
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Film Stills             Available for download at: www.privatesun.ps 
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